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Abstract 
 

XML has become the important standard for data 

denotation and exchange in the web. One of the 

most popular used of XML is as a data storage 

facility. The initial purpose is to store XML data 

into relational database without using DTD 

information. In order to store XML data into 

relational database, there are two major 

components: schema mapping and data mapping. In 

particular, we have developed an efficient algorithm 

which takes an XML DTD as input and produces a 

relational schema as output for storing and querying 

XML documents conforming to the input DTD. 

This paper proposed schema generation approach 

that generates relational schema depend on input 

XML document which need to store in relational 

database. By using this, DTD information is not 

needed to use to generate relational schema. 

Experimental results are presented to show this 

schema generation approach is efficient and 

scalable. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

XML is fast emerging as the dominant standard 

for representing data in the World Wide Web. A 

number of approaches have been proposed to store 

XML documents. Those approaches can be 

categorized along two dimensions. One dimension is 

how an XML document is modeled. XML 

documents can be managed as text files, or by a 

DBMS, or by a native XML engine. When managed 

as text files, they are viewed as character strings. 

When DBMS is used, they are transformed to 

confirm a specific data model, e.g., the relational 

model. Most native XML engines use trees to model 

XML documents since elements in an XML 

document are ordered and strictly nested. 

Orthogonal to this dimension is whether DTD is 

used in the storage model. For example, when XML 

data is stored in a relational system, the relational 

schema can be generated either using or not using 

the type information of elements in DTD. When the 

schema is generated based on the DTDs, XML 

documents with different DTDs will have different 

schemas, hence the schema will be document 

dependent. On the other hand, since any XML 

document can be modeled as an ordered tree, a 

relational schema that is able to describe the tree 

structure and the position of elements in such a 

structure is sufficient. Using this approach, no DTD 

information is required, and all XML documents 

will have the same relational schema. That is, such 

schema is document independent. 

When the schema is generated based on the 

DTDs, we can't store XML data into RDB without 

DTD information and there has a problem when 

missing elements and attributes of inputs DTD and 

XML document. In this paper, our contribution is to 

generate different relational schemas automatically 

depend on input XML documents without using 

DTDs information. So we can avoid missing 

elements and attributes of inputs DTD and XML 

document. In general, we have fixed tables if we 

don’t use DTD information. If we want to create 

tables dynamically, we have to use DTD 

information. Our approach can create tables 

dynamically based on input XML document in the 

relational database. So we can get the similar result 

of DTD-dependent approach without using DTD 

information by using our proposed approach. In 

order to query XML data from the relational 

database, we can use SQL without using other query 

languages. 

 

2. Related Work 
 

Several researchers have proposed to store XML 

data into relational database. A filtering technique 

and data extraction mechanism for XML 

documents [2] is created a relational schema to 

store filtered and extracted XML elements and 

attributes and also discuss how to provide a 

mechanism to selective extraction of data objects 

from XML documents, the storage of these 

documents in a relational database. A mapping 

scheme is created to store, retrieve and update XML 

documents [3]. When storing XML documents in 
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relational databases, XML tree structures preserved. 

They used SPIDER, a labeling schema for XML 

documents utilizing a DTD   that   makes retrieval 

and update more efficient. SPIDER only identifies 

paths from root node to a node. Thus, multiple 

nodes appearing in the same path cannot be 

distinguished by only using SPIDER. They also 

used Sibling Dewey Order to identify nodes when a 

new node is inserted into XML documents, some 

other nodes need to be relabeled to preserve the 

order of nodes. The schema mapping algorithm and 

two linear data mapping algorithms based on two 

well-known XML parsers DOM and SAX [4] 

generate a database schema for storing and 

querying ordered XML documents. They use 

inlining approach used in generating database 

schema. They compared their performance. The 

study reported in [5] use a common benchmarking 

schema, known as XMark to compare the most 

cited and newly proposed DTD- independent 

methods in terms of logical reads, physical I/O, 

CPU time and duration and show the effect of 

Label Path, extracting values and storing in another 

table and type of join needed for each method’s 

query answering. An efficient algorithm which 

takes an XML DTD as input and produces a 

relational schema as output for storing and 

querying XML documents conforming to the input 

DTD [6]. This algorithm features several 

significant improvements over the shared-inlining 

algorithm including overcoming its incompleteness, 

eliminating redundancies caused by shared 

elements, performing optimizations and

 enhancing efficiency. The method of create 

XML tree and algorithm for the storage of the XML 

data based on JDOM parser [8] is proposed  to  

construct  XML storage  theory based  on  the 

XML Schema and introduce the way of store 

XML data in the relational schema. They use 

inlining approach to store XML data into relational 

database. Studying about storing and querying 

XML data [1, 7] are focused on the use of relational 

database systems and on very simplistic schemes 

to store and query XML data. 

 

3. Generate Relational Schema 
 

To generate   relational   schema   depend   on   

XML document, we need to consider which 

elements should become table names and which 

elements/attributes are column names of these 

tables. We define elements as table names when 

this elements are not leaves and contain more than 

one child elements and these child elements become 

column name of these tables. But we also define 

leaf elements as table name when   these   leaf   

elements   contain   in   different   parent elements.  

This approach allows user to control creation of 

relational schema that extract distinct elements and 

attributes. This proposed schema generation 

approach provides with event-based parser (SAX). 

This approach includes five steps to create a 

document schema. We present how to work these 

steps with examples. 
 

Step1: XML data are extracted from XML 

document to store in RDB. Firstly, XML 

document is parsed by SAX parser and 

extract start element, start element’s 

attributes and characters of the XML 

document. In this step, elementList and 

attributeList are got by recording start 

elements and characters. The outputs of 

this step are the information to store in 

RDB.  

Schema generation approach is intended to 

regenerate XML document from the relational 

database. So elements/attributes ID, endID, 

elements/attributes’ parentID, parentName are 

recorded. In the Flag column of the elementList, 

“1” represents this element contains attribute and 

“0” represents not contain attribute. 

 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<xbib> 

  <book id="111" year="2004" > 

  <title>XML Data Management</title> 

      <author  id="1"> 

      <name fn="Thi Thi Soe" ln="Nyunt" /> 

      <email>ttsoenyunt@gmail.com</email> 

      <fax>+951581388</fax> 

   </author> 

   <author id="2"> 

      <name fn="Zin Mar" ln="Kyu" /> 

      <email>zinmarkyu@gmail.com</email> 

      <phone>+9592015712</phone> 

  </author> 

  <chapter> 

      <section> 

        <section> 

          <paragraph> 

            Storing XML using RDBMS 

          </paragraph> 

        </section> 

        <section> 

          <paragraph> 

             Storing XML using XML   repositories 

          </paragraph> 

        </section> 

      </section> 

    </chapter> 

    <chapter> 

      <paragraph>XPath is...</paragraph> 

      <paragraph>XQuery is...</paragraph> 

    </chapter> 

   </book>  

</xbib> 



  

Figure 1. Input for step1:  XML document book.xml 
Table 1. Output of step1: elementList 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Output of step1: attributeList 
No parentID parentName Name Value 

1 2 book id 111 

2 2 book year 2004 

3 4 author id 1 

4 5 name fn Thi Thi Soe 

5 5 name ln Nyunt 

6 8 author id 2 

7 9 name fn Zin Mar 

8 9 name ln Kyu 

 

Step2: In order to extract table name, element names 

should be distinct. So in this step, 

elementList1 can be got by reducing multiple 

copies of same element in the elementList 

with the same parents. If these elements have 

the same parentID and these elements name 

doesn’t exist in the table name list, we 

replace these elements as “parent_type” and 

element name becomes parentName of this 

“parent_type” element. We also add these 

element name into table name list that 

element doesn’t already exist in the table 

name list. Elements can separate tables if 

these elements are not leaves. Thus table 

names are recorded as tableNameList by 

extracting distinct element’s parent names of 

elementList1. 
 

Table 3. Output of step2: elementList1 
No Name parenteID parentName Flag 

1 xbib 0 null 0 

2 book 1 xbib 1 

3 title 2 book 0 

4 author 2 book 1 

5 name 4 author 1 

6 email 4 author 0 

7 fax 4 author 0 

8 phone 8 author 0 

9 chapter 2 book 0 

10 section 12 chapter 0 

11 section 13 section 0 

12 paragraph 14 section 0 

13 parent_type 18 paragraph 0 

 
Table 4. Output of step2: tableNameList 

No Name 

1 xbib 

2 book 

3 author 

4 chapter 

5 section 

6 paragraph 

 

Step3: And then, if elementList1 has the same 

element with different parent elements, 

then replace element name by 

“parent_type” and element name becomes 

parentName of this “parent_type” element, 

and add element name into table name list 

if this element name doesn’t already exist in 

table name list. In this step we get 

elementList2 and tableNameList as outputs. 
 

Table 5. Output of step3: elementList2 
No Name parentName Flag 

1 book xbib 1 

2 title book 0 

3 author book 1 

4 name author 1 

5 email author 0 

6 fax author 0 

7 phone author 0 

8 chapter book 0 

9 parent_type section 0 

10 paragraph section 0 

11 parent_type paragraph 0 

 

Table 6. Output of step3: tableNameList 
No Name 

1 xbib 

2 book 

ID Name Value endID parentID parentName Flag 

1 xbib null 20 0 null 0 

2 book null 20 1 xbib 1 

3 title XML Data .... 3 2 book 0 

4 author null 7 2 book 1 

5 name null 5 4 author 1 

6 email ttsoenyunt@gmail.com 6 4 author 0 

7 fax +13135776868 7 4 author 0 

8 author null 11 2 book 1 

9 name null 9 8 author 1 

10 email zinmarkyu@gmail.com 10 8 author 0 

11 phone +9592015712 11 8 author 0 

12 chapter null 17 2 book 0 

13 section null 17 12 chapter 0 

14 section null 15 13 section 0 

15 paragraph Storing XML using RDBMS 15 14 section 0 

16 section null 17 13 section 0 

17 paragraph Storing XML using XML   repositories 17 16 section 0 

18 chapter null 20 2 book 0 

19 paragraph XPath is.. 19 18 chapter 0 

20 paragraph XQuery is... 20 18 chapter 0 



  

3 author 

4 chapter 

5 section 

6 paragraph 

 

Step4: Then, tableElementList can be got by 

grouping elements if elements in the 

elementList2 have the same parent and 

remove elements when they are table 

name. Flag column is added in the 

tableNameList. Flag values are received 

from removed element’s Flag value. 

tableAttributeList is also got by grouping 

attribute name with the same parent name 

from the attributeList of step1.  

 
Table 7 . Output of step4: tableNameList 

No Name Flag 

1 xbib 0 

2 book 1 

3 author 1 

4 chapter 0 

5 section 0 

6 paragraph 0 

 
Table 8. Output of step4: tableElementList 

No parentName elementName Flag 

1 xbib null 0 

2 book title 0 

3 author name,email,fax,phone 1 

4 chapter null 0 

5 section parent_type 0 

6 paragraph parent_type 0 

 

Table 9. Output of step4: tableAttributeList 
No parentName attributeName 

1 book id,year 

2 author id 

3 name fn,ln 

 

Step 5: After finished above four steps, this is ready 

to create a relational schema by mapping 

element in the tableNameList, 

tableElementList and tableAttributeList of 

step4. We create tables in the tableNameList. 

If element name of this list is root name, we 

add two column (“ID, endID”) for this table. 

Otherwise we add three columns (“ID, 

endID, parentID”). And then we check Flag 

value of this table. If Flag value is ‘1’, we 

add attribute columns for this table. After 

check attributes of this table, we also map 

elements for this table. If table name contains 

in the tableElementList, we add all elements. 

In this situation we add three columns (“ID, 

endID, parentID”)for each element. Some 

elements in the tableElementList can have 

attribute value. We add three columns (“ID, 

endID, parentID”) for each attribute if Flag 

value of the tableElementList is “1”. In this 

step each of the table ID is defined as 

primary key. 

(1) xbib(ID, endID) 

(2) book(ID, endID, parentID, book, book_id, 

book_year, title_ID, title_endID, title) 

(3) author(ID, endID, parentID, author,  author_id, 

name_fn_ID, name_fn_endID, name_fn, 

name_ln_ID, name_ln_endID, name_ln, email_ID, 

email_endID, email, fax_ID, fax_endID, fax, 

phone_ID, phone_endID, phone) 

(4) chapter(ID, endID, parentID, chapter) 

(5) section(ID, endID, parentID, section, parent_type) 

(6) section(ID, endID, parentID, paragraph, 

parent_type) 

 
Figure 2. Output of step5: Database  schema for xbib.xml 

  

4. Experimental Result 

 

“auction.xml” of the XMark benchmark is used 

as our data set. We generated the test documents in 

five different sizes. The time for creating table to 

the database is not included in the measurement. 

When we store XML document into database, we 

have to parse input XML document. So parsing 

time also isn’t included in this time. Although 

proposed approach can have more time other 

proposed method that depended on DTD 

information, this proposed approach can easily 

create tables dynamically only depend on input 

XML document. The following table shows the 

average time spent for each generated test 

documents. 

 
Table 10. Experimental Results of Generating Relational 

Schema 

Size (KB) Number of  elements 
Run time 

(sec) 

4,606 66,416 0.8082 

11,597 167,865 1.9512 

17,209 248,538 3.4258 

25,670 368,176 4.1826 

30,267 434,686 4.742 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

Many researchers are trying to store and query 

xml documents using a RDBMS. When XML data 

is stored in a relational system, the relational 

schema can be generated either using or not using 

the type information of elements in DTD. The 

proposed schema generation approach can generate 

relational schemas automatically depend on input 

XML documents without using DTDs information. 

So this approach can avoid missing elements and 



  

attributes of inputs DTD and XML document.  
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